
Leanora Carrington
Lived 6 April 1917 - 25 May 2011.  

She spent her childhood on the Family estate in 
Lancashire, England. Surrounded by animals, especially 
horses, she grew up listening to fairy tales & stories from 
Celtic Folklore that would later inspire her art. 

Carrington attended 3 art courses/schools, briefly in 
Florence; at Chelsea School of Art and then at the school 
founded by French expatriate and Cubist painter Amédée 
Ozenfant.

This surrealist painter was then invited to display her 
artwork in an international gallery in New York! 

Her early fascination with mysticism and fantastical 
creatures continued to flourish in her paintings, prints, and 
works in other media, and she found kindred artistic 
spirits through her collaboration with the Surrealist theater 
group Poesia en Voz Alta and in her close friendship with 
Varo.

 My favourite quote by her is "One is born, one lives, one 
dies. What death is, I don't know."   because she is saying 
that life is short, live for the moment rather than thinking 
about the end.                                                                                                                                                                                                               

 



4 line drawings as design ideas for our 
clay pieces, I didn’t get à chance to finish 
the  design at the top (it is my least 
favourite). 



 Kate Malone was influenced and inspired by NATURE FORMS. Malone mainly works with three areas of ceramics: 
industry, public art agencies and studio pieces. With the use of beautiful textures in fruit and seed, she 
often uses ceramic glaze technology to create à sparkling effect. In her work you can see both crystalline 

stoneware and pebbled earthenware glazes. She is known for turning fruits into pots and such. 



This is my biro drawing of an avocado - my favourite version is the one in the bottom right corner. I chose 
this other artwork by Rebecca E Chamberlain because by using biro only she managed to capture the 
feeling of à painting - it made me feel like I was at à sophisticated evening club with cocktails and Jazz 

music. The shading is spectacular.



                                                                            
Kusama 
inspired 
piece 









Shell drawing assessment. I had never drawn à shell before with such detail in shading and so on, so I was 
pleased with the outcome.



The two watercolor pieces, before they were transformed into two new 
pieces of art. The Collage on the next slide, à mini paper statue and cut out 

that joined the big collage on slide 8. 








